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MOULDING YOUR NEXT
MARKET-LEADING
PRODUCT
WE’VE BEEN BUSY

22,000,000 Parts Produced last year

UNDER ONE ROOF

Design, Production, Assembly & Testing

ENQUIRIES 0121 459 2121

www.cameron-price.co.uk

WELCOME TO THE FIRST
EDITION OF OUR BROCHURE
We’re excited to share with you some of the work we’ve been
doing to position ourselves as a world-class injection moulding and
assembly specialist.
With a global supply chain and diverse product range, we offer
moulding and assembly for a variety of sectors, including sport,
medical, electrical, industrial and FMCG. Of course, we still have our
roots in the automotive industry and are proud to supply the major
tier one automotive manufacturers.
On page 13 of this brochure, you can read about our recent
investments in key technology, which help us to be even more
efficient and competitive. And on page 15 you’ll discover more
about the power behind Cameron-Price, with some of our staff
sharing their own views about the company and what manufacturing
means to them.
So whether you are a long-established, new or prospective
customer, I hope you enjoy finding out more about what we do
and the drive we have to become the manufacturing and injection
moulding company of choice for your next product.
Warm regards,
Barry Moor (MD)
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FMCG

Automotive

Sport

Medical

Electrical

Industrial

SUPPORT FOR ALL SECTORS
With almost 60 years’ injection moulding
and product assembly experience, we
can confidently and capably design,
manufacture and assemble quality plastic
products and parts, whatever your industry.

Quality Products at Competitive Prices
We work with a wide range of industry sectors across the UK and Europe, delivering superior,
cost-effective products in small or large quantities.
And as we are IATF 16949 and ISO 14001 accredited, you can be confident we care about the
environment, customer satisfaction and maintaining our high standards.

Confidence. Capability. Cameron-Price.
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FMCG
WHERE WOULD WE BE
WITHOUT THE WIDGET?
Our team developed the original widget for Carlsberg Tetley, giving
beer drinkers draught in a can. We handled all stages of innovation,
from design and prototype tooling through to mass scale production.
From cleaning and laundry to toiletries and stationery, we can
manufacture your fast-moving product.
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AUTOMOTIVE
DRIVE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
We have a long history supporting the automotive industry; we are
proud to supply many major tier one automotive manufacturers.
Looking for a capable, experienced company to manufacture your
automotive parts and components? We can help steer your success.
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SPORT
BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO
PERFORMANCE TRAINING
Teaming up with the Sports Science and Medical Department
at Birmingham University, we quickly took the PowerBreathe
from concept to prototype, developing both tooling and
supplementary components.
This product has brought breathing training to the mainstream of
sport and fitness.
We can manufacture your fitness equipment parts and products for
everything from treadmills and cross trainers to resistance bands
and activity trackers.
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MEDICAL
MANUFACTURING A HEALTHY WORLD
Tested to the World Health Organisation schedule, we designed
and manufactured a low-cost nebuliser for use when power is
interrupted or unavailable. The manually operated nebuliser pump
delivers filtered air to drive a nebuliser and administers prescribed
medication for inhalation.

Our nebuliser has been sold throughout the world, particularly in
war-torn countries and following natural disasters.
From dental instruments to diagnostic apparatus, we can
manufacture your medical parts and products.
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ELECTRICAL
IN THE MIX WITH KENWOOD
Did you know we developed the first plastic food mixer blade
with Kenwood?
Requiring specialist tooling development and high performance
materials, we took this complicated 3D form from design concept
through to full prototype.
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Looking for a capable, experienced company to manufacture quality
parts and components for your next electrical product?
Contact Cameron-Price.

INDUSTRIAL
HELPING TO BUILD YOUR
SUCCESS
From agricultural and construction to fisheries and forestry, we
can manufacture your parts and products for personal protective
equipment or tools and machinery.
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KEY FACTS FROM 2017
2017
2016
2015
Strong Partnerships
with Customers
and Suppliers

600 tonnes of
Plastic Converted
into Product

SALES GROWTH OVER
LAST FOUR YEARS
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Experienced,
Innovative,
Flexible Team

MOULDING CAPACITY FROM
30 TONNES TO 300 TONNES

DID YOU KNOW...

Cameron-Price is proud to promote UK
manufacturing around the globe. We serviced
15 countries during 2017 and covered 3 continents.

Nationally, women are massively under-represented
in manufacturing and engineering roles. And on
average, manufacturing companies in the UK consist
of just 20% women. At Cameron-Price, we’re proud
to say that over 57% of our staﬀ are female.

We always try to save energy and reduce the
waste of production materials where possible.
And are proud to be ISO 14001 accredited for our
environmental management systems and practices.
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“We always invest in modern machinery, the latest
equipment and the development of our staﬀ, to
ensure you receive the best service and the
best product.”
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RECENT INVESTMENTS IN KEY TECHNOLOGY
The Latest Injection Moulding Technology from Arburg

ERP System

We have a new suite of robotic offload injection machinery, allowing
us to deliver first-class mouldings at constant tolerance control.

Real-Time Production Monitoring from Blackbird

A full suite of Microsoft Dynamic NAV solutions provides complete
consistency for your product. From order control and finance to realtime warehouse and dispatch control, products and parts are fully
traceable through all stages of production.

Real-time monitoring and remote access across all our production
lines means we can ensure absolute consistency of all the parts and
products we produce.

From our beginnings back in 1960 as a precision plastic component
and assembly manufacturer for the automotive industry, we have
continually invested and grown.
We have expanded to regularly service several sectors, including
sport, electrical, medical and FMCG — providing world-class
assembly from concept to creation.
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“I’ve been working at Cameron-Price for just over
five years now and the team I work with here are
great. There have been many positive changes
to the company since I started, such as having
new personnel, new plant and new machinery.
I’m seeing the company grow all the time and am
proud to be part of it.”
Lee Haughey
Technical Process Manager
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THE POWER BEHIND CAMERON-PRICE
From office and shop floor staff to sales and management, our power is our people.
We are proud to boast a first-class team of 80 skilled and enthusiastic employees.

“I’ve worked at Cameron-Price
for 20 years. I enjoy being in the
busy environment and working
as part of the growing team we
have here. I’ve seen continuous
improvements to the company
over the years and am proud to
be part of a global market.”
Neil Jones
Processing Technician

“I’m proud to be a woman working
in the manufacturing industry.
I think it’s important to encourage
women into manufacturing roles,
because it gives women the
opportunity to learn new skills
that would traditionally be
associated with men.”
Stefania Buzeka
Production Associate

“I’ve worked in injection moulding
since I was 16 and studied
polymer science at college. I enjoy
the variety of tasks I have to do
each day here and think it’s great
that we continually invest in the
latest equipment and machinery.”
Ray Faultless
Senior Process Engineer
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FROM CONCEPT
TO CREATION
Need help manufacturing a
great idea?
From product design and tooling to
manufacture and packaging, we will work
with you to bring your idea to life.
Your brilliant design needs the best moulds.
Our tooling team will make the finest
moulds and tools to fit your design and
product perfectly.

TOOLING

PRODUCT DESIGN
Our experienced designers can
help you with this vital stage in your
product’s production.
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MANUFACTURE

COMMERCIAL/FINANCIAL

MOULDING
As injection moulding specialists, you can
rely on us to guide you through the process
and to manufacture your product to the
highest standards.

QUALITY CONTROL

LOGISTICS
Once made, we can assemble and package
your product for you. Saving you time and
saving you money. And as we are polymer
welding specialists, we can add any
additional components to complete your
product — offering you a full turnkey service.

(( 24 Hour Delivery
(( Precision Moulding
(( Product Assembly
(( Testing & Traceability
(( Quality & Measurement
(( Welding Specialist
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FUTURE PLANS
We’re proud to promote UK manufacturing and are always looking to
work with new companies in the UK and abroad.
Whether automotive, medical, FMCG, electrical or sport, we support
all sectors and would be happy to hear from you.
Recent years have seen us invest over £1 million in the latest
machinery, equipment and staff development. And we are not
stopping there. Our clear, ambitious plans to grow further
through diversification and acquisition mean we will be able to
offer you more.
More services. More support. More success.
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We’ve got big
plans — why not
be part of it?

“I love working with the team here. My job
gives me the opportunity to learn new things
all the time and to do something different each
day. I’ve been at Cameron-Price for just over a
year and have learnt about working as part of a
close team and have acquired many new skills.”
Georgiana Radu
Production Associate
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Looking to partner with a flexible,
innovative, quality manufacturer?
Get in touch with our friendly team today
and let’s bring your product to life.

Phone
0121 459 2121
Email
info@cameron-price.co.uk
Website www.cameron-price.co.uk
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